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1.

Exchange Title :

1.

Exchange Partners :
Partner 1

Partner 2

Name and Surname

ANNA ANTONELLI

Kevin Reynolds

Job title

Programmista radio

Radio Producer.

Organisation / Media

Radio3 Rai - Rome – Italy

dd /mm /yyyy

RTE Radio 1,
Dublin,
Ireland

2.

Brief summary of the Exchange Output (100 words max, in English or French)

On This Cliff Is Matera - Carlo Levi
The misery and degradation of Matera was documented by Carlo Levi in his novel "Cristo si è fermato a
Eboli". After the Second World War, Matera was called the "shame of Italy". It became a desert. The Sassi
was abandoned and a new town was built. The deserted Matera was frequented by local children and local
criminals - serving as a hideout and a playground for both.In the past 60 years Matera has transformed
from rural destitution through urban gentrification to touristic ambition. Recently resettled by an Urban
elite, restauranteurs and hoteliers, the question is what is the best way forward for Matera?

3.

Please describe how your output was disseminated. Give detailed information on the public targeted,
size and its profile and also on the means of dissemination (journalism school, public tv or radio,
private tv or radio, online, print, journalists' organisations...). (max. 100 words / 760 characters )
On RAI Radio 3 program Zaza, broadcast every Sunday at 3 p.m., and on RTE Radio 1 Extra.

4.

Please add the biography of the two partners.
a.

Biography of Partner 1 ( max. 100 words / 760 characters)

Anna Antonelli: RAI - Radiotelevisione Italiana is Italy's national public broadcasting
company. Radio3 is an Italian radio channel operated by the state-owned publicbroadcasting organization RAI, specialized in culture and classical music. Graduated in
Theatre History at the University
of Venice; after a degree at the Academic art Silvio d’Amico in Rome, she started to
collaborate on cinema and theatre as assistant director. In 1991 she started working
in Radio3 RAI. The programs she takes care of now are: Zazà (about Neapolitan and
southern Italy culture and social themes) and Ad alta voce the lucky programme of
novels read by great Italian actors.

b.

Biography Partner 2 ( max. 100 words / 760 characters)

KEVIN REYNOLDS:
Raidio Teilifís Éireann (RTÉ) is Ireland's national Public Service broadcaster and media
provider. It is owned by and answerable to the People of Ireland. RTÉ's Vision is to
grow the trust of the people of Ireland as it informs, inspires, reflects and enriches
their lives. RTÉ's
mission is to nurture and reflect the cultural and regional diversity of all the people of
Ireland, to provide distinctive programming and services of the highest quality and
ambition, with the emphasis on home production, to inform the Irish public by
delivering the best comprehensive news service possible and to enable national
participation in all major events. Kevin REYNOLDS was born in Tullamore, County
Offaly in the midlands of Ireland and was raised in Glasnevin in Dublin. After receiving
his primary and secondary education at the local Christian Brothers' School, he
attended University College Dublin and
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Irish, History and Politics and later a
Master of Arts degree in Film Studies. He trained as a primary school teacher at St.
Patrick's College of Education and worked as a teacher for five years. While teaching
he trained as an actor and became professional, working in both the Irish and English
languages at the Abbey Theatre, RTÉ Radio and TV and extensively in Theatre in
Education. He became a Radio Producer in 1996 and has worked across all strands of
programming. He is now Series Producer of RTÉ Radio Drama.

Please return this sheet electronically to mediane@coe.int.
We remind you that this summary is mandatory and is part of the 3 files that exchange
partners have to send back in order to finalise their exchange and to be reimbursed.

